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foundations of a thin brick wall, that, where least broken, rises

some six or eight inches above the level. A little further on,

where the wood opens on one of the loveliest prospects I ever

beheld, I found a decayed oak-post remaining, to indicate the

locale of a seat that had once eulogized the landscape which it

fronted in a classic Latin inscription. But both seat and in

scription are gone. And yet, maugre this desolation, not in

the days of Shenstone did the Leasowes look so nobly from

this elevation as they did this day. I was forcibly reminded

of one of the poet.'s own remarks, and the completeness of its

realization: "The works of a person t.hat builds," he says,

"begin immediately to decay; while those of him who plants

begin directly to improve. In this, planting promises a more

lasting pleasure than building." The trees of the Leasowes,

when the Leasowes formed the home and furnished t.he em

ployment of the poet, seem to have been mere saplings. We

find him thus writing to a friend in the summer of 1743:

"A malignant caterpillar has demolished the beauty of all our

large oaks. Mine are secured by their littleness. But I guess

Hagley Park suffers, - a large wood near me being a winter

piece for nakedness." More than a hundred years have since

elapsed, and the saplings of a century ago have expanded into

the dignity of full-grown treehood. The hanging wood, com

posed chiefly of very noble beeches, with a sprinkling of grace

ful birches on its nether skirt, raises its crest so high as fully to

double the height of the eminence which it crowns; while the

oaks on the finely varied ground below,of imposing size, and

exhibiting in their grouping the hand of the master, compose

such a scene as the finest of the landscapes designed by Mar

tin in illustration of Milton's "Paradise Lost." The day was

warm, calm, cloudless; the lights and shadbws lay clear and

transparent lake and stream, deli and dingle, green swelling
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